Missions Statement

The school community of Southern Cross Primary believes in providing a quality learning environment that encourages children to be curious, inspired and successful in their learning. We strive to achieve an educationally safe and caring environment through our daily implementation of behaviours, programs and modelling that values, understands and respects individual abilities and cultural diversity.

Please read this newsletter, as it is an important communication between school and home.

The Department of Education and Southern Cross Primary School do not endorse the products or services of any private advertiser. No responsibility is accepted by the Department of Education or Southern Cross Primary School for accuracy of information contained in advertisements or claims made by them.
Dear Parents and Friends,

Welcome to the news this week.

Southern Cross Has Got Talent

Many of our students have been practicing, auditioning, rehearsing for our talent show on Wednesday. We do have some very talented and confident students who were keen to share their abilities with us. What an enjoyable show you put on. Congratulations to all of you who took place in this show and auditions. Thank you also goes to Mrs Graham for her guidance in running the auditions and to the Judges Panel including Mrs Lapthorne, Mr Gallagher, Courtney Reardon and Courtney Lowe. The winners will be announced at our final assembly on 19th September.

Car Park Safety

Unfortunately, I have to remind parents again that you must not enter the staff car park to drop off or pick up your children. It is not a public car park but is private land owned by the DEECD. Therefore, you must be an employee or have DEECD authorisation to enter. We are sad to say that it is usually the same very few parents who continue to do this even when they have been requested to park on the street. Several staff watched a father in a large white 4 wheel drive, drive in and reverse, narrowly missing a tree and other parked cars. He was doing this while talking on the phone and was oblivious to the danger he was creating. I have stated that a few years back a parent reversing in this car park hit a child and the consequences were legally uncomfortable for that parent. You are not covered by insurance when in the car park so please do not enter. Last year a parent hit a teachers’ car and quickly drove off. This dishonesty is also extremely worrying. I know that many schools publish the number plates of people who continue to flaunt this law in the newsletter. I hope I will never have to resort to that action however if it continues I may have to call the police to catch these people before a child is hurt. I make no apology for being vigilant about our children’s’ safety and I am sure that you would not like your children to be placed in any danger so will support me on this. Please DO NOT ENTER the Car Park.

I wish you a happy and safe week ahead,

Averil Nunn – Principal.

A successful Father’s Day stall was held this morning. It is always lovely to watch the student’s faces as they spend some time trying to select a ‘special’ present for Dad or Grandad. We hope all Fathers have a wonderful day on Sunday.

Below are a some photos of one of our students Cooper, who has been captain of the Endeavour Hills Under 11’s football team and they were successful winners of the 2014 Premiership. A past student Najim is also a keen member of this team and is in photo 2. Well done boys a great effort. Watch out AFL, in 2024 there may be some new up and coming players for selection!!
SOUTHERN CROSS HAS GOT TALENT!!

Step-A-Thon

This year, Southern Cross Primary School is teaching 2 “Everyday Heroes”!

Zane (3/4A) and Zanda (1/2B) are participating in the 2014 “Step-a-thon” in order to raise money for kids that are suffering from conditions like cancer, allergies, diabetes and heart disease.

Zane and Zanda are wearing pedometers to count the number of steps they take this week.

If you would like to sponsor Zane or Zanda, please place your desired amount into a clearly labelled envelope and hand it in to the office. Thank you for your support.
Senior School Market Day...

Grade 5/6s are organising a fun and colourful Market Day on Tuesday 9th September during recess and lunch time in the school courtyard!

There will be entertaining and exciting activities for EVERYONE! Snacks and sweets will also be on sale!

Southern Cross Primary School Parent Community is invited to donate any stall items to support the senior students.

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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